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Rijkswaterstaat
• The executive agency of the Ministry of
Infrastructure and Water Management
• The National Roads and Waterways
authority
– Established in 1798
– Building, maintenance of the major roads and
waterways
– Traffic management

– Flood prevention (9 million inhabitants live
beneath sea level)
– Water quality management
– But also: environmental management! And
policy advice

Circular Economy in the Netherlands, 2016
Ambitions:
•

By 2050: 100% circular economy

•

By 2030: 50% reduction in use of primary raw materials

•

Raw materials agreement: 400 organisations endorsed these
goals

•

International cooperation is essential for the transition

•

Transition Agendas for 5 priority chains:
– Biomass and Food

– Plastics
– Manufacturing industry
– Construction (buildings & infrastructure)
– Consumer goods
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Why is infrastructure important for the
circular construction economy?
Environmental impact:
•

Building materials consumption: 40%, of which 20% is used in the infra

•

Very large volumes with substantial environmental impact

Future gap in supply-demand:
•

Growing demand for materials put pressure on their supply in the future

Buildings & Infrastructure interdependency:
•

Material flows: 97% of C&D waste is recycled, 90% thereof is used in
infra and 3% in buildings

•

Industry: material supply

Other infra specific features:
•

Very long life spans & planning processes

•

Mainly public dominated, huge procurement volumes

•

Unique projects
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Important sector-wide focus points
• Circular design for construction works (high-quality reuse &
recycling, value retention, flexibility/adaptability in the future)
• Public tenders & procurement (100% circular in 2030)
• Circular use of materials (Green Deals, supply chain collaborations)
• Material passports/Digital logbooks & circular data strategy
(Platform CB’23)
• CE Indicators and measurement methods (Platform CB’23 and
international participation in CEN and ISO)
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Rijkswaterstaat Impulse Programme for CE, 2016
Ambitions:
• In 2016: Rijkswatersaat will be working in a fully circular and climate neutral fashion
by 2030.
• Climate goals became more ambitious and specific: climate neutral in 2030 for 4
transition paths (roads, constructions, groundworks and protection against flooding)

• But in 2016 we lacked the knowledge of what the circularity ambition would imply for
such a large organisation and the influence it would have on the way we work
together with other parties in the sector…….
• So the “Impuls Programme Circular Economy for the infra sector” was started with the
goal of making our ambitions concrete and supplying a roadmap for 2030.
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Impulse Programme (1)

Circular use of Materials
• Circularity is of course all about creating
material flows from one lifecycle to the next,
without loss of value.

• Develop a strategy based on:
– Ambition: 50% less primary resources in 2030

– The intrinsic goals of circularity: Protection of
the environment, protection of resource stocks
and protection of value to society

• Working towards:
– Proactive innovation strategy
– Cooperation with existing or new sector
initiatives:
▪ Platform CB’23, “Circle City”, value chains:
Asphalt, Concrete and biobased/ timber
– new regulations and technical requirements
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Impulse Programme (2)
Measuring circularity

• You need to be able to measure circularity if you want to build, maintain
and recycle circular bridges
• Platform CB'23 core method:
– Measure the goals of circularity not the method (circular design principles):
▪ Goal of circularity: The protection of:
• environment,
• resource stocks,
• value
– Aditional information needed to measure the goals: e.g. adaptability of
infrastructure leads to better performance, but how do you prove adaptability?
– Other important indicators: loss of value: degradation, detachability

• Rijkswaterstaat:
– How to implement these performance indicator(s) in design, procurement,
assetmanagement etc. (work in progress!)
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Platform CB’23 guide Core method for measuring
circularity in the construction sector Working
agreements for circular construction Version 1.0 –
4 July 2019 Platform CB'23 - Measuring circularity
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Impulse Programme (3)
Circulair data systems
• Architect Thoma Rau: “Waste is a material without an identity”
• This led to the idea of “material passports” (or “logbooks”)
• Purposes:
– Longer lifespan (maintainance, repair)
– Reuse of construction products and materials

• Platform CB'23
–
–
–
–
–

Content and reliability of the data
Framework and definitions (based on existing standards in construction)
System requirements: e.g compatibility, long term reliability, data safety, data ownership, etc.
Can we leave it to the ‘tech giants’?
We don’t have a functioning national data system yet!

• Rijkswaterstaat circular data strategy
– Integrated in general data strategy
– We won’t build a new data system just for ourselves
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Impulse Programme (4)
Public procurement
• Over 10 years of experience with
sustainable procurement:
– LCA methodology ( based on European
standards)
– Made practical by converting environmental
impact to euros: → ECI (Environmental Cost
Indicator)

• Goal 2030: procurement of all projects is
circular and climate neutral
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Impulse programme (4)
Public procurement next steps
• Circularity in procurement is still a challenge:
– As an extention of LCA methodology:
▪ Additional indicators (land use and biodiversity)
▪ More than one life cycle

– And….. Performance indicators for 2nd and 3rd

life cycles! For instance:

▪ Circular data of materials used
▪ Degredation of materials
▪ Detachability of materials and construction
– Rijkswaterstaat will become a large supplier and will
need to comply to such performance indicators!
– Role of Rijkswaterstaat: not just a “launching
customer” but a “launching co-constructor”?

materials
requirements
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Impulse programme (5)
Learning by doing principle:
– Developing and testing circular design
– Testing measurement methods (for CB’23)
– Gathering data
– Examples:
▪ Circular viaduct:
▪ High level recycling of top layer asfalt in
climate project
▪ a performance indicator for loss of value of
expansion joints for road bridges.

And last but not least:
New ways of working with our partners!
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International cooperation on circular
construction is necessary, as:
• Transition to circular economy is international in nature
• High dependency on resource imports
• Need to ensure supply security and sustainability

• Cooperation in the field of:
i.

Secondary and renewable raw materials

ii.

Legislation, regulations and common market

iii. Knowledge and innovations
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Circular construction & EU
• CEN TC 350, sub commission on CE
–
–
–
–

Measuring circularity
Demolition and recycling
Technical requirements circular products?
Circular logbooks & data systems?

• CEDR
- CEDR-call on resource efficiency & circular economy
• EU Green Deal & Circular Economy Action Plan
– New Strategy for a Sustainable Built Environment
– Non-paper Rijkswaterstaat:
▪

Infra sector is not (yet) included!

WCEF event in the Netherlands for decision-makers
The Netherlands & online l 15th of April 2021
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Thank you for your
attention!

Jessica Reis Leffers
jessica.reisleffers@rws.nl
Evert Schut

Evert.schut@rws.nl
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